Mimicking natural structures has been received considerable attentions, and there have been a few practical advances. Tremendous efforts based on a self-assembly technique have been contributed to the development of the novel photonic structures which are mimicking nature's inventions. We emulate the photonic structures from an origin of colour generation of mammalian skins and avian skin/feathers using M13 phage. The structures can be generated a full range of RGB colours that can be sensitively switched by temperature and substrate materials. Consequently, we developed an M13 phage-based temperature-dependent actively controllable colour pixels platform on a microheater chip. Given the simplicity of the fabrication process, the low voltage requirements and cycling stability, the virus colour pixels enable us to substitute for conventional colour pixels for the development of various implantable, wearable and flexible devices in future.
Since the beginning of life on Earth, evolution, by means of natural selection, has produced numerous nanomaterials, of which only the best are chosen and propagated through subsequent generations in the form of proteins and genes 1, 2 . Proteins and genes mutually orchestrate spatial and temporal control over the synthesis of organic and inorganic nanomaterials, commonly resulting in hierarchical structures with specific functions [3] [4] [5] . Further modification of the structures to enable their manipulation has been a critical component of evolutionary pressure by means of natural selection. For example, a brittle star collects more light in the abyss using an array of inorganic calcite lenses 6 ; Morpho butterflies communicate with one another over long distances using flickering colours produced by periodic layers of cuticles 7 , and many birds, such as turkeys and ostriches, respond to a situation with a display triggered by hierarchical protein structures in their skin or feathers 8, 9 . Coherent scattering of white light by periodic three-dimensional structures in the skin of mammalian and avian produces constructive interference of light 9, 10 . Owing to the fundamental properties of photonic crystals, which can be tuned by external stimulation [11] [12] [13] [14] , mammalian and avian has been used directly as a colourimetric sensor for chemical analysis 15 . A variety of inorganic and organic nanomaterial-based photonic crystals have been investigated to mimic biological functions through artificial fabrication processes [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . The biomimetic approaches using top-down lithographic techniques for light manipulation have demonstrated great promise for various applications 19, 23 . However, the artificial fabrication processes present considerable challenges for engineers since the fabrication of complex three-dimensional structures is difficult, expensive and time-consuming using top-down approaches. Thus, a bottom-up technique based on the self-assembly of primary building blocks has been investigated as an alternative to the top-down lithographic technique [24] [25] [26] . Fabrication by self-assembly using synthesised materials also requires considerable engineering efforts to produce highly stable primary building blocks and uniform size distributions. In addition, high-yield production of the uniform structures is difficult to achieve using the synthesised materials 27, 28 . Attempts have been made to compensate for these disadvantages via novel approaches using well-defined natural biomaterials [29] [30] [31] Scientific RepoRts | 5:13757 | DOi: 10.1038/srep13757 of self-assembled structures of filamentous bacteriophage (M13 phage) (Fig. 1) . We also explore the feasibility of a new class of display devices using highly stable and uniform structures.
The M13 phage is composed of single-stranded DNA encapsulated by 2,700 copies of the major coat protein pVIII. The length and width of M13 phage are typically ~880 nm and ~6.6 nm, respectively. The high aspect ratio allows for liquid crystallinity of the M13 phage. M13 phages can also easily amplify themselves in a highly regular manner through infection of bacterial host cells. Owing to these unique characteristics, researchers have explored the use of M13 phage as a primary building block in self-assembly processes [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Virus-based photonic crystal structure have no need for a filter layer to generate red, green, and blue (RGB) colours, so the fabrication is easier and more efficient than that of conventional colour pixels that are based mainly on silicon. Our group has introduced the M13 phage film based biosensor in the previous research 15 . The M13 phage film was successfully applied to a passive device for varied molecule adsorption. Interestingly, we found that the M13 phage film on the specific substrate can also display desired colours, which can be used for a more efficient and potential active device.
Utilizing M13 bacteriophage, we fabricated natural colour-generating self-assembled matrices (Fig. 2) . By controlling the competing interfacial interaction at the meniscus, we can make M13 phage display various different colours, including white and black. The morphology of the M13 phage film can be easily modified by adjusting the chemical and kinetic conditions, resulting in expression of the desired colour. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements and fast Fourier transform (FFT) analyses of the AFM images for the different matrices confirm that the generated colours are strongly dependent on the morphology of the M13 phage matrix (Fig. 2b,c) . With a low pulling speed, the bundle becomes thicker and the bundle-to-bundle distance increases ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). In addition, constructive interference of the light scattered from the M13 phase colour film with a thick bundle and a long bundle-to-bundle distance occurs at a long wavelength. By contrast, constructive light interference of the film with thin bundle and short bundle-to-bundle distance occurs mainly at a short wavelength. Therefore, specific structures even generate whiteness and blackness (Supplementary Figs. S2 and S3). To obtain a better understanding of the wavelength shift measured in our experiments, we performed a simulation using a rigorous coupled wave analysis, which successfully explained the near-and far-field simulation (Fig. 2d ). The M13 virus was modelled as a random array of phages with their coordinates, average sizes, and concentrations matching the AFM image in Fig. 2b . The reflectance measurements and simulation data showed good correlation with the FFT analysis (Fig. 2d) . Moreover, the calculated near-field distribution of the samples confirmed the wavelength-shift for maximum reflectance ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). Randomly localised fields in the near-field distributions clearly showed intensity differences at different wavelengths. Thus, the numerical results suggest that both the M13 virus bundle concentration and the thickness tend to affect the excitation intensity significantly.
A back-substrate, such as the pigment layer of the birds, plays an important role in the colour-generation system of nature 37 . We mimicked the pigment layer by using different coating materials: a Si wafer coated with a 5-nm-thick Pt adhesion layer and a 100 nm-thick gold (Au) film (Au wafer), a Si wafer with a 2-nm-thick native SiO 2 layer (Si wafer), a Si wafer with a thermally grown 300-nm-thick SiO 2 layer (SiO 2 wafer), and a bare glass slide. M13 phage colour films were prepared under the same self-assembly conditions on each substrate. FFT analysis of the AFM images confirmed the equivalent spatial order of each of three samples ( Supplementary Fig. S5 ). Those samples present different reflectance values (Fig. 2f) , due to the different optical properties of the substrate materials. The Au wafer surface absorbs primarily at short wavelengths and reflects the long wavelengths present in white light. By contrast, the SiO 2 wafer surface absorbs primarily at long wavelengths and reflects in a short wavelength band ( Supplementary   Figure 1 . Diagram of the Bio-inspired colour-generation system. Inspired by the colour-generating photonic structure of mammalian skins and avian skin/feathers and their communication methods, we propose a novel full-colour display device for information delivery. In our system, self-assembly of M13 phage leads to a photonic crystal structure that serves as an RGB colour filter layer of a common display device. By adopting the virus colour film as a colour-generating source, there is minimal energy loss, in contrast to common colour displays. Fig. S6 ). The transparency of the glass slide makes the virus colour film on it appear nearly transparent. Compared with the reference substrate, the virus colour film on the Au wafer shows a red-shifted reflectance, whereas the virus colour film on the SiO 2 substrate shows a blue-shifted reflectance. Thus, we can enhance the targeted colour by choosing an appropriate substrate material with a different reflectance.
To demonstrate the performance of the virus colour film as a colour pixel, we integrated the film with a temperature-controllable microheater chip, which was fabricated by a standard metal lift-off process (Fig. 3a) . In detail, a 1.4-μ m-thick photoresist (PR; AZ5214, Clariant) mould with a negative sidewall profile was first patterned on a 300-nm-thick silicon dioxide (SiO 2 )-coated 4-inch silicon wafer using an image reversal photolithography process. A 200-nm-thick Au layer was then deposited onto the prepared PR mould substrate using an electron-beam (e-beam) evaporation technique. Prior to the Au deposition, a 10-nm-thick chromium (Cr) layer was deposited to promote adhesion between the substrate and the Au electrodes. Subsequently, the heating and probing electrodes were defined by selectively removing the unnecessary portion of the deposited Au using acetone in an ultrasonic bath at an operating frequency of 28 kHz. Then, a 100-nm-thick SiO 2 film was deposited using a chemical vapour deposition (CVD) technique to electrically isolate the M13 virus from the heating electrode. The probing electrodes were exposed by chemically etching the SiO 2 film through a photolithographically defined PR etching mask using a buffered oxide etchant (BOE) solution. The fabrication of the microheater chip was completed by dissolving the PR etching mask in an acetone bath at room temperature. Finally, virus colour pixels were fabricated by integrating the virus colour film onto the microheater chip through a well-optimised self-assembly process in a simple and reliable manner. Because the heating provides the driving force for the colour alteration, the heating performance of the fabricated microheater chip was examined ( Supplementary Fig. 7a ) before being integrated with the virus colour film. Supplementary Fig. 7b-d   Figure 2 . Modification of M13 phage colour film by various processes. (a) With a simple pulling method, an M13 phage photonic crystal structure was deposited on an Au wafer. We fabricated various different colour bands by precisely modulating the pulling speed. Scale bar = 1 cm (b) AFM image set of a self-assembled M13 phage nanostructure (left, AFM image; right, schematic diagrams). Measurements were taken at each band. With increasing pulling speed, the bundle width and bundle-to-bundle distance decrease. As a result of the dense nanostructure, the scattering wavelength shifts from red to blue. Scale bar = 5μ m (c) Fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis of the AFM image was performed to demonstrate the quantitative difference of the spatial order of the colour bands. A denser photonic crystal nanostructure leads to a more diffuse FFT pattern. Scale bar = 1.6 μ m −1 (d) Reflectance spectrum (full line) and simulated reflectance spectrum (dashed line) of the virus colour film. All spectra were normalized to demonstrate the tendency of peak wavelengths. (e) Virus colour films deposited on different substrates. Each colour film was assembled under the same conditions. They showed different colours despite having photonic crystal structures of the same spatial order. Scale bar = 1 cm (f) Reflectance measurement confirmed the effect of the substrate materials.
show the temperatures of the microheater chip in response to various applied voltages, indicating superior operational stability and reversibility of the device. Supplementary Fig. 8a schematically depicts our microheater-based colour-alteration system. Virus colour pixels were connected to the power supply by an aluminium wire. The power supply was automatically controlled by a home-built operating program. A charge-coupled device (CCD) video camera captured the colour alteration of the virus colour pixels, and a quantitative RGB colour-component analysis was performed on the captured images using a MATLAB program. Using the home-built operating device and the MATLAB analysis tool, we established a systemically controllable colour-generating device. As the voltage applied by the power supply was increased, successive alterations in colour were observed (Fig. 3b) . The MATLAB RGB colour-component analysis facilitated delicate control of colour changes undistinguishable by the naked eye ( Supplementary Fig. 8b ).
Even for an applied voltage of less than 1 V, the virus colour pixels showed significant colour alterations. This result demonstrates that virus colour pixels are promising candidates for use in low-power display devices. The colour alteration of virus colour pixels arises from external stimulation-in the present work, a heating effect (Supplementary Fig. S9 ). AFM measurements and an FFT analysis of AFM images were performed to demonstrate the role of heat in our system (Supplementary Fig. S10 ). Virus colour pixels were placed on the heating stage of the AFM, and structural changes were measured at varied temperature. When the FFT patterns are converted to spatial power spectrum, as shown in Supplementary  Fig. 10 , the spatial order of the virus colour pixels is clearly different throughout measurement. This is because the external heat vaporises the water inside the M13 phage bundles, leading to shrinkage of the bacteriophage bundle. The decreased bundle width and bundle-to-bundle distance lead to constructive interference of shorter wavelengths by coherent scattering of white light. When the external heat is removed, the M13 phage bundle absorbs water from the air and returns to its previous colour.
Upon removal of the external field, the M13 phage pixel colours were recovered without any noticeable change of optical properties (Fig. 4a) . This shows that the colour pixels are durable and reversible (a) The temperature-controllable microheater chip was fabricated by a standard metal lift-off process (b) Virus colour pixels were deposited onto a microheater, which was fabricated using simple photolithography. An applied voltage caused a significant alteration of the colour. Scale bars = 5 μ m (inset = 1μ m), and 1 cm, respectively. even under repetitive operation (0 V to 1 V) ( Supplementary Fig. S11 ). This desirable performance allows the virus pixels to be efficiently used as a display device platform. To demonstrate this, a 7-digit display panel integrated with seven individual microheaters, which are isolated electrically from one another, was fabricated by a single-step self-assembly process. With the application of an applied voltage of only 1 V, a clear colour alteration of the 7 segments was observed, as shown in Fig. 4b . Supplementary Fig. S12 also clearly shows that each segment of the 7-digit circuit can be operated individually and controlled selectively.
In summary, we developed an M13 phage-based temperature-dependent biomimetic colour-generation platform on a microheater chip. Through a combination of microheater technology and self-assembly of M13 phage, a new class of full colour display pixels was successfully demonstrated. The systematic colour alteration of M13 phage was easily achieved by controlling the temperature of the microheater chip in a precise and reversible manner. Our colour pixel platforms have multiple advantages over conventional colour display devices. First, we can fabricate natural colour pixels by using different kinds of substrates. We confirmed that the photonic crystal structures composed of M13 phage can generate a full range of RGB colours that can be sensitively switched using temperature changes controlled by a microheater chip. Second, given the simplicity of the fabrication process, the low voltage requirements and cycling stability, the virus colour pixels are a potential substitute for conventional colour pixels. The use of novel, biocompatible, highly uniform and chemically stable display designs based on virus colour pixels will be a promising approach for the development of various implantable, wearable and flexible devices in future.
Methods
Fabrication of M13 phage colour film. We prepared the virus colour film by utilizing simple pulling method. In this paper, the concentration is fixed. The Pulling speed and substrate materials were varied to generate desired colour. We used commercial syringe pump to control pulling speed precisely. (kd Scientific, Legato 180, Holliston, MA 01756, USA) Si wafer coated with ~5-nm-thick Pt adhesion layer and ~100-nm-thick Au film (Platypus technologies, 5520 Nobel Drive, Suite 100, Madison, WI 53711, USA), Si wafer with ~2-nm-thick native SiO 2 layer (Uni nanotech, 119, Dongbaekjungang-ro, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea), Si wafer with Boron doped thermally grown ~300-nm-thick SiO 2 layer (Uni nanotech, 119, Dongbaekjungang-ro, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea), glass slide(DU-RAN Group GmbH Otto-Schott-Str. 2197877 Wertheim/Main Germany) was utilized The 4E-type M13 phage that contenctration of 5 mg/ml in tris buffered saline (TBS) buffer (12.5 mM tris and 37.5 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) was used for preparing the colour film. Reflectance measurement of M13 phage colour film. Virus colour film was illuminated by a white light which is generated by a Xenon lamp (X-Cite, Exfo, Mississauga, Canada). Reflected light was obtained using a fibre optic spectrophotometer (USB2000+ , Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL). Y-shaped reflection/backscattering optical fibre (QR400-7-VIS-NIR, Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL) was used for both illumination and obtaining reflected light. An optical fibre fixed on a z stage was positioned normal to the virus colour film which had been fixed on a hollow rotation stage.
Simulation of reflectance of virus colour film. Simulation processes were performed using commercial design and simulation tool Rsoft DiffractMOD ™ (Synopsys, Inc., California, USA) which is based on the Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis (RCWA) method. Numerical analysis of the AFM image was performed by utilizing the MATLAB program. (Mathworks Inc. Natick, MA) The raw AFM image was taken by 10 μ m × 10 μ m scale for MATLAB numerical analysis. Resulting height information was used for modelling upper layer of virus colour film. This layer cannot represent whole virus colour film because of limitation of the penetration depth of AFM tip. Underlying layer which had not been taken by AFM was simplified as a check shape layer of similar width with AFM image. Upper layer topology and thickness, underlying check layer topology and thickness and refractive index of substrate materials were chosen as a variables of simulation. Index resolution (x, y axis of 25 nm and z axis of 10 nm), refractive index of virus, scanning range (300 nm-900 nm), scanning step (25 nm) and direction of light (0°) was held.
